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Abstract

Volumetric X-ray Imaging

Use of X-ray imaging permeates the process of art and artifact care and conservation. As with any
technology–based tool, advances in hardware and software capabilities bring about refinement and
expansion in existing areas as well as enabling new areas of application. One limitation of Digital
Radiography (DR) has been that conventional DR plates are not sensitive to X-ray energies below
40kVp. By incorporating new carbon fiber tops and locating low-noise electronics away from the
detection region, the detection threshold can be lowered to ~15kVp. The improvement in low energy
detection allows us to present 2D X-ray images, taken with a DR plate, of laid and chain lines, legible
text, and watermarks on paper, as well as colorants on maps, changes in wood grain density, and
weave configurations of cloth. Using a newly available volumetric X-ray technology, we show that
text can be read and paper thickness measured by setting the focal plane to each of the two sides of the
paper. These achievements are possible even when the paper is placed within an envelope.

Digitome® Volumetric System constructs a view from several 2D X-radiographs acquired through
transmission from multiple perspectives. Continuous position and orientation of image plane
controlled by user for full volumetric reconstruction – no interpolations. System is fully portable so
that exams can be made within an X-ray vault, out on the museum floor or in the field. Software
output in the form of image stacks interfaces readily with 3D printing and virtual reality technologies.
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We also have recently employed Computed Radiography (CR) systems, commonly found at museums
and non-destructive testing laboratories, to produce an input image dataset for the volumetric X-ray
tomosynthesis technology known as Digitome®.
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Varex PaxScan 2530HE (High Energy) Detector
• 20kv – 16MV energy range
• Amorphous silicon with DRZ+
• 16 bit grayscale

CR plate

Precision Turntable

DR plate

• 9.8 x 11.9 in. active region
• 139µm2 pixel area
• Internal shielding to 225kV

Varian 2520V DR plate remains stationary between radiographs.
127µm pixel pitch.

CR plate is removed and inserted into the reader between radiographs.
Plate read at 50µm resolution.

Paper Thickness Measurement
• Focal plane height, z, adjusted in Digitome® to match level
of text on both sides of double-sided print.

Watermark Imaging at 17kVp
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• Using a micrometer, the thickness of the cardstock was
measured to be 0.0108 in.

• Watermark defined by lower
paper material density.

• Repeated Digitome® measurements of the thickness of the
11-point card stock yields 0.011 ± 0.002 in.

• Paper material is primarily
hydrocarbons that have low Xray absorption.

z = 0.0170 in

z = 0.0370 in

• Images taken with X-rays are
similar in quality to photographs
taken on a light box.

flipped, z = 0.0250 in

• With selective adjustment of
grayscale histogram, watermark
can be highlighted relative to Xray absorbing ink.

flipped, z = 0.0080 in

DR and CR Volumetric Exam Comparison
Exam Object

DR Exam slice CR Exam slice

• Watermarks on mounted paper
are not apparent in visible light.
Volumetric X-ray imaging
(explained on the right) can
display obscured watermarks.
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Plate serial number used for alignment.
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One input radiograph serial
number. Dots have straight
edges.

While the DR Digitome® exam is more clearly defined, the CR Digitome® exam is comparable in
quality when using plate serial number to align images. Yellow arrows indicate areas of
misalignment.

• Mid-13th century vellum leaf
from Vulgate Bible, Paris,
France.
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Compiled exam serial
number. Dots are smooth
and rounded.

• Text and illuminations
detected even when page is
between 2 sheets of 11pt
manila paper.

• “High Energy” DR plate can be used to image paper features including watermarks, laid and chain lines,
and some inks.

• Gradients demonstrate
significant scattering of low
energy X-rays.

• Since CR plates can be read with greater resolution than DR plates can record, Digitome® exams with
CR plates can potentially achieve greater voxel resolution over larger volumes than with DR plates.

• Digitome® exams using CR input images comparable in quality and clarity to DR exams.

• Reading obscured text and paper features demonstrated using Digitome® technology.
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